Removal of Hawaii Coordinator
By Anna Von Reitz

Joshua Gandy: you were warned repeatedly about your assumptions
and your behavior, most particularly, appearing drunk on
teleconferences and Zoom Meetings and hurling insults at other
Coordinators and other Innocent Parties.
Most memorably prior to this incident, you appeared drunk on a
national teleconference and repeatedly called the Washington
Coordinator a "pile of dog shit". She had the good grace to forgive you
and allowed you to have a second chance, which you have
squandered.
Last night, despite our forbearance, and despite your agreement to
stop these damaging episodes, you unleashed on two other
completely innocent people, Le Laroi, who is not longer a Coordinator,
and Harold Heinze, my Executive Officer, accusing them of having an
illicit relationship and spewing your gossip and false assumptions all
over the airwaves.
I have absolute proof that each and every thing you said at last night's
Coordinator's call were nothing but your own evil suppositions.
A man reveals who he is by what he does first, and second, by what
he says. You gave me your word that this kind of ugly behavior was at
an end, and then turned right around, and shot your best wad of
unreasoning filth again.
This lack of decorum, professionalism, and manly decency has cost
the Hawaii Assembly and The United States of America all its going to
cost. Effective immediately, you are to turn over all records and

materials related to the Hawaii Assembly to the Hawaii Recording
Secretaries and leave.
A new Coordinator will be sought to replace you as expeditiously as
possible. and life will continue without your foul words and deeds. I
will not thank you for your service, as I consider this willful and
knowing insubordination, slander of innocents, violation of contract,
and conduct unbecoming.
Those who have the power to summon the Assemblies into Session
also have the power to disband any Assembly that isn't on track
during the assembling process, and we certainly have the authority to
remove any Coordinator that doesn't do the job with honor. You have
failed that test.
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